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2
Station status
There's a problem with a
connector
Orange segment - fast
charging
Green segment - regular
charging
Green pin - the station is
online and fully operational
Red pin - the station is ofﬂine and
may not be available for use
Blue segment - the
connector is occupied
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Sign in

Your country

1. Map screen

Sign In Screen
Sign In, Sign Up or continue
without authorization

2. Reset password screen

3. Registration screen

1. You can Sign In to the App using a phone number or an E-Mail.
2. If you forgot your password, you may reset it using your e-mail or a phone
number you registered with.
3. New users get access to full functionality after registering.
4. Continue without authorization to use basic features (ﬁnd a station, check
connector status, etc.)
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Forgot password

1. Step №2

Reset password
step №1
Use your E-mail address or
a phone number

2. Sign In

1. Sign In to the App using a phone number or an E-Mail.
2. After you tap the «Reset» button, the new password will immediately be sent to your
e-mail address.
3. Sign In to the app using your e-mail or a phone number and the new password.
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Sign Up

Your country

1. Terms of use

Register
Sign up to get access
to full functionality

2. Add your car to your account

3. Sign In

1. Enter your e-mail address or a phone number you registered with.
2. Select your country from the list and enter your phone number.
3. Enter your password and repeat it to verify. Then, enter the secret word to protect
your account.
4. Tap "REGISTER" to continue.
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Sign Up (Add your car)

1. Scan your QR/Barcode
or VIN number

Add your car
Use your VIN number
to add your car

2. Map

1. Add an EV to your account using its VIN number.
2. Enter your VIN manually, or scan the barcode using your phone's camera.
3. Fill out the form and tap «Add car» to continue.
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Sign Up (Add your car)

To speed up the process, add your
ﬁrst car during the registration

Enter your VIN manually or scan
the barcode using your
phone's camera
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Menu
st. 6 Grigoriya Rudica Street.

Moscovsky

Systema, NPP

st. 6 Grigoriya Rudica Street.

133A Moskovsky Prospekt, Kharkov

Systema, NPP

st. 6 Grigoriya Rudica Street.

Kharkov

Hotel "Tourist",

144 Moskovsky Prospekt, Kharkov

st. Rudika str. 2, Kharkov, Kharkov
region, Ukraine, 61000

1B, Akademika Proskura Street, Kharkov

USD
Car Wash

12, Akademika Proskura Street, Kharkov

1. Main menu

Map
Home Screen

2. List of chargers

3. Search

4. Filters

1. Menu buttons help you navigate the app.
2. View stations on the map or listed in order.
3. Search by the station's number, name, address, etc.
4. Filter stations by type, connector status, nearby amenities, provider, etc.
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Menu

Kharkiv, 12 Plekhanivska str.

Agricultural market "Pochatok"

50, General Bocharov Street, Odessa

Your country

+1

Gas station WOG

4A Lebedinskogo Street, Vinnitsya

Gas station WOG

Kharkov region, Peschanka village
(Krasnodarsky district), Engelsa str.,
144-146

Malyshev Plant

Kharkov, Plekhanovskaya St.,

1. My account

2. My station

3. Settings

4. Info

USD

Main menu
App's navigation

«My account» - here you can ﬁnd all of your information (Account information,
Transactions, Cars).
«My station» - edit information about your station(s).
«Settings» - change your App settings.
«Info» - ﬁnd out more about our company, the services we provide, look for instructions,
etc.
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Menu

USD

1. My cars

USD

2. Transaction history

USD

Main menu
Account tabs

1. A list of your cars. You can add a new car here.
2. You can see your transaction history and top-up your balance via credit card.
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Find a station
Kharkov, Rudika str. 6

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6

Moskovskyi

Moskovskyi avenue, 133A

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6
Moskovskyi avenue, 144

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6,
61000

Kharkov, Akademika Proskury, 1 B

Kharkov, Akademika Proskury, 12

$
$

$
$

$
$

1. Charging Station info 2. List of chargers

Map
Look for a charging station

3. Search

4. Filters

1. A tab where you can ﬁnd out more about the station and check charging rates.
You can also start or stop the charging session and send a comment to the station's
owner.
2. Access this page from the Map/List tab or Search tab. Just tap on a pin or a search
result.
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Find a station
Moskovskyi

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6

Moskovskyi avenue, 133A

Moskovskyi avenue, 144

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6,
61000

Kharkov, Akademika Proskury, 1 B

$

$

$

$

$

$

1. Charging Station info

2. Search

3. Filters

Kharkov, Akademika Proskury, 12

List of chargers
Find the nearest station

1. Get directions to seleted stations in a Station info tab.
2. Stations on the list are sorted by distanse (if Location Services are enabled) by
default, so it's easy to ﬁnd the nearest station.
3. Filter stations by categories.
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Find a station (Filters)

YOUR BRAND

Filter stations by connector type

Filter stations by providers

Filter stations by nearby amenities
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Station info
Name

Address

Description

Number of connectors
Type of connectors
Connector status

Nearby facilities
$
$

$
$

Distance from the station
*Available if Location
Services are enabled

Rent rates
Electricity rates
Parking rates

$
$

Charging Station info

$
$

$
$

$
$

Photos

Available

Add your comment

Available

Details

Preparing
Preparing

Suspended by vehicle

Suspended
by vehicle

Finishing

Suspended by EVSE

Suspended
by EVSE

Out of service

Scroll down to see more information

Charging
Charging

Finishing
Out of service
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Station info

$
$

$
$

$
$

More information
Additional information

1. Tap a preview
to zoom a photo

2. Scroll to see more comments

3. Tap to add
a new comment

1. Zoom photos taken by an owner.
2. Read comments about the station and add your own.
3. The station owner will see your comments and other users can read them as
well. Please be polite and honest.
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Station info

Comment

Comments
Help other users and
station owners

Comment about an
error on the station

Solved issue

1. The station owner will see your comments and other users can read them as well.
Please be polite and honest.
2. You can leave comments if you've had a problem with the station. The owner
must react and solve your problem with the technical customer service support.
3. If there is a problem, then you can be sure it will be taken care of very soon.
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Interact with the station

$

$
$

$

$
$

$
$

The app displays connector
statuses in real time

$

$
$

$

$
$

$

$
$

Plug in the connector and
status will change to "Preparing"

$

$
$

$
$

$
$

When status changes to "Preparing"
please tap the "Start" button
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Interact with the station

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

Please unplug the connector
if you stopped the charging session

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

You will see a "Can't interact"
sign if you cannot use this connector
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Interact with the station
Kharkov, Rudika str. 6

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6

Kharkov, Rudika str. 6,
61000

Mike

Alice

Lilit

Sergo

Kharkov, Akademika Proskury, 1 B

User

Kharkov, Akademika Proskury, 12

1. Report menu

$
$

$
$

Shortcuts

$
$

2. Share station
info menu

3. Navigation Menu

4. Add this station
to favorites

5. Tap to reload station info

1. Report trouble on a station and the owner will solve this problem.
2. Share the station to your friends on social media or via messengers.
3. Get directions to the station in your favorite navigation app.
4. Add this station to favorites and it'll show up at the top of the stations list.
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Charging sessions

$

$

1. Charging session
details

1. If you only have one charging session, tap this icon
to learn more about the progress.

2

2. List of the current
charging sessions.

2. If you have two or more charging sessions, you
can see the list by tapping on this icon.
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Charging sessions
Name of the charging
station being used

Address of the charging station

$

$

Information about a charging car
Date and time the
charging process started

Tap to see detailed information
about the charging session

List of the current charging
sessions

1. This page displays information about the charging station's name, the type of
connector being used, station's address, information about the car and when
did the session start.
2. By tapping on one of the sessions you open a page with detailed information
about this particular charging session.
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Charging sessions

Car's location is displayed on the map
Name of the charging station
Connector type
Station address
$

$

Information about the charging car
Information about the charging session

Detailed information about
the charging session

Notiﬁcation when user stops
the charging session

1. Update the charging information by tapping on a refresh button on the right top
corner of the screen.
2. View information about the selected charging station and connector type.
3. View information about the connected EV.
4. View information about the charging session.
5. Press the «Stop charging» button if your EV battery is full, and disconnect the
connector.
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Account

Your country

USD

USD

+1

1. Tap to log-out

2. Tap to share your QR-code

3. Tap to change
the password

4. Tap to save the new information

My Account
Change your information
and password

1. You can edit your name, second name, surname and change the password.
2. Become a part of our referral program! Share your QR-code with a friend and you
will both get bonuses if they will buy a car or a charging station from us.
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Account

Your country

USD

USD

+1

1. My cars

My Account
Other tabs

2. Transaction history

1. Swipe between the tabs to see your transaction history or the list of cars you've
added to your account.
2. Top-up your balance by tapping at the bottom of the screen in the «Transaction
history» tab.
3. Add a new car using its VIN number in the «My cars» tab.
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Account (Transaction history)

Account replenishment
Choose a recharge
amount

Charges

Top Up Button
USD

USD

Account balance
USD

USD

Transaction history

Easy to use
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Account (My vehicle)

1. Controll your car (Demo)

List of your cars
Add a new car or manage
the selected one

2. More car details

3. Add a new car

1. Control mode is not available until you install an AE CarModule.
AE CarModule enables you to turn the alarm system on, turn the lights on and off, lock
and open the doors, turn climate control on and off, open the charging port, etc.
2. The system allows you to enter information about the manufacturer and the model
manually or use our VIN number database. Enter your car color and license plate
number manually.
3. Tap «Add car» and use your VIN number.
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My stations

Kharkov, Rudyka str. 6

Kharkov, Plekhanovskaya str., 112

Odessa, Generala Bocharova str., 50

Vinnitsa, Lebedinskogo str., 4a

Kharkov region, Peschanka
(Krasnogradstkiy district), Engelsa str.,
144-146

1. Station ﬁlters

2. Map displaying mode

3. Search screen

4. Station settings screen

Kharkov Plekhanovskaya, 126/3

My stations
Stations you own

Station owners can easily control their stations from the mobile app. View general
information about your stations on this page.
1. Use ﬁlters to reorganize your stations the way you want to.
2. View your stations on the map.
3. Search for stations using their number, name or address.
4. Tap on the station to access station settings.
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My stations (Conﬁguration)

Kharkov, Rudyka str. 6

1. Station on a map

2. Nearby amenities

3. Upload photos
4. Update/Save

Station settings

Station settings

General Information

Conﬁguration
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My stations (Conﬁguration)

Add information about
amenities nearby

Put the station on a map
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Settings

Settings

Change the language by
choosing one of the
options from the list.

"Home" feature allows you
to increase download
speed and save internet trafﬁc.

Switch between imperial
and metric systems
of measurement

For any questions, please contact us by email

charge@autoenterprise.com.ua

AutoEnterprise
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